
GENERAL'S LEADERSHIP (p102 - ADDED)
Remember that a General with the Large Target rule (or who is riding a Large Target) has his general's 
leadership range increased to 18".

CHALLENGE:

ISSUING A CHALLENGE (p99 - EXCHANGED)
Challenges are issued at the start of the combat round, before any blows are struck (but after Impact 
Hits). Only one challenge can be issued per close combat - the side whose turn it is has the opportunity 
to issue a challenge first. If that side chooses not to, then the other side can issue
a challenge.

The player issuing the challenge nominates one of his character or champion models to issue the 
challenge. If he does not have a suitable model in the fight, a challenge cannot be issued. Similarly, if 

there are no characters or champions in the enemy units, a challenge cannot be issued, there's no one to 
fight!

If your opponent has issued a challenge, you can now accept it with one of your characters or champions 
whose unit is in base contact with the unit containing the issuer of the challenge. Note that a character 
does not have to be in base contact with an enemy to accept or issue a challenge, just part of a unit that is. 
The two models will now fight, as described in Fighting a Challenge, below.

FIGHTING A CHALLENGE (p99 - EXCHANGED)

If a character accepts the challenge, move him into base contact with the challenger,  after all, what good 
is the narrative of a challenge without the visual reality? If, for whatever reason, this is not possible, 
assume that the two models are in base contact (this might require a little gumption to work out, so it's 
best to move the model if you can). These two characters must direct all of their attacks against each 

other,  they cannot be attacked by any other model for that round of close combat.

If characters are riding monsters or steeds which have their own attacks then they fight during the 
challenge as well as their rider. If the character is riding in a chariot then the crew and creatures do not 
fight in the challanges at all (see chariot rules).

REMOVE CASUALTIES 
Casualties are removed from the rear rank, just like models killed by shooting attacks. Models that have 
stepped up to replace the fallen ones, can fight, provided that their Initative has not passed yet.

STEADFAST (ONLY THE HORDE FORMATION)
If a defeated unit has more ranks than its enemy and is in The Horde formation, it takes a Break test on 
its unmodified Leadership.

It should be noted that a unit does not lose its steadfast status for being charged from rear or flank by 
unit with US 5+.

Ranks count for steadfast rule cannot be canceled just like rank bonus for combat result.

Ex. Unit of 32 goblins (8x4 The Horde formation) is fighting with 12 halberdiers (4x3). Halberdiers 
charged greenskins at rear. They cancel goblins 3 rank bonus and little greenskins lose combat by -7 but 
they still can use Steadfast rule because they have 4 > 3 ranks... so now they can use unmodified LD for 
Break test.

LAPPING ROUND (p77)
removed

FLANK AND REAR CHARGES - PANIC (pP54)
removed

MOVING CHARACTERS WITHIN ENGAGED UNIT (p97)
removed

 (p65, p70, p 71  - EXCHANGED)

MAKE WAY! ( ADDED )
Should a combined unit be fighting in close combat, it is only right and proper that a mighty hero will 
push his way through to the fighting. At the start of the combat (before Impact Hits are resolved), if a 
character's unit is in combat, but the character is not in base contact with the enemy, the controlling 
player can swap his position with another model that is in base contact. You can exchange him with rank-
andfile model(s), including the command group, that are in base contact with the enemy. If there are one 
or more stranded characters on both sides, the players roll off and the winner decides which character 
makes his Make Way! first. Players then alternate choosing characters to do their Make Way! moves. 
Only characters whose footprint is compatible with the unit's rank and file can do this.

Making Way to Another Rank: Characters can use a Make Way! move in order to move to another rank  
most commonly if their unit is charged in the flank or the rear. Once the unit is no longer in close 
combat, such characters automatically return to the front rank of their unit at the start of their 
following Movement phase.

SUPPORTING ATTACKS
Warriors in the second rank do not sit idly by whilst their comrades battle away, but muster forward to 
strike blows of their own. We refer to the attacks made by these models as supporting attacks.

A model can make supporting attack if it is directly behind a friendly model that is itself fighting an 
enemy in base contact, as shown in the first diagram on the right.

Supporting attacks cannot be made to the side or rear. Nor can they be made by models that are in base 
contact with enemies - they must fight the more immediate foe!

Of course, a warrior making a supporiting attack is rather more constricted by the press of bodies than 
one who is face to face with his foe. To represent this, he can only ever make a single Attack, regardless 
of the number of Attacks on his profile, or any bonus Attacks he might otherwise be entitled to because 
of special rules or other unusual effects.

Supporting attacks are made againt models in base contact with the front rank model that is being 
fought 'through'. If the front rank model is in base contact with two or more enemies with different 
profiles, the attacking player can choose which model to direct the supporting attack against (before 
dice are rolled).

MONSTEROUS SUPPORT
A unit of monsterous models ( single model with US 3+ ) can make as many supporting attacks as are on 
its profile, up to a maximum of three, rather than the usual one supporting attack.

THE HORDE
Any unit that is at least 8 models wide is counted as being a horde. Warriors in a horde can make 
supporting attacks from the third rank, not just from the second!

This represents the crush of bodies driving yet more warriors into striking distance, as well as the back 
ranks surging forwards to assail the unengaged enemy warriors. If the unit drops below the minimum 
frontage, it ceases to be a horde and loses the ability to make these extra supporting attacks.

MONSTEROUS RANKS
A rank of monsterous units ( single model with US 3+ ) needs only three models to count for rank 
bonus, steadfast and so on, and only six model in frontage to be counted as a horde.

STOMP / THUNDER STOMP
A model with this special rule can make a Stomp in additional to its other close combat attacks. A 
Stomp has Always Strike Last special rule, and inflicts 1 automatic hit, at the model's Strenght, on 
enemy infratry, war beasts* or swarm unit in base contanct with the model. This represents the creature 
crushing the foe beneath its ponderous feet, or knocking their broken bodies aside with one sweep of its 
mighty tail (probably while it's roaring in a most intimidating fashion).

THUNDERSTOMP
A Thunderstomp makes D6 hits on the target unit, rather than the single hit for a normal Stomp. It is 
otherwise treated exactly like a normal Stomp.

All models (without war machines and chariots) with US(3+) get Stomp and models with US(5+) 
exchange normal Stomp to Thunderstomp.

*war beasts - all (50x25 base models) with single characteristic on it (without Jezzails).

Some armies employ hunting animals, such as hounds or wolves. Whilst not particularly inteligent, 
such creatures can be formidable foes in close combat, and cover ground at an incredible rate.

Some characters can ride war beasts, in which case the model uses the rules for cavalry.

WEAPONS:

Hand Weapon + Shield (foot)
exchange Fighting with a hand weapon and a shield (p88) to Parry Save (fighting front, ward save 6+ cc 
only)

Second Hand Weapon
change in Fighting with a weapon in each hand (p88), model get +1I and +1A instead of only +1A

Spear (foot)
exchange Fight in ranks (p89) to Fight in Extra Ranks(when do not move that turn and fighting front) 
and Killing Blow(cavalry only, when do not move that turn and fighting front, first round of combat)

Bows
get Volley Fire

VOLLEY FIRE
A unit with this special rule can choose to Volley Fire instead of making a normal shooting attack.

If it does so, half the models in the third and any subsequent ranks, rounding up, are allowed to shoot (in 
additional to the usual firing models in the front and second ranks). Models in rear ranks can use the line 
of sight and front arc of the first rank model directly to their front for the purposes of Volley Fire.

A unit cannot Volley Fire if it moved earlier in the turn, or as a Stand and Shoot reaction.

FIGHTING IN EXTRA RANKS
If a unit has this special rule then supporting attacks can be made by an extra rank than normal on a turn in 
which the unit did not charge. Accordingly, a unit with this special rule can normally make supporting 
attacks with two ranks. Remember that supporting attacks cannot be made to the side or rear, but only to 
the front.

A horde with this rule will make supporting attacks with three ranks.

FIRE IN TWO RANKS
In simple terms this allows units to fire in two ranks.



PANIC TESTS (p.80 )
In earlier sections I've hinted at the times a unit will be called on to take a Panic test, but now we're going to discuss it in 
detail. A Panic test is simply a Leadership test, as described on page 10. If the test is passed, everything is fine, but if the test 
is failed the unit will immediately flee as described opposite. Note that a unit only needs to take one Panic test in each 
phase (Movement, Magic, Shooting and Close Combat) even if there are multiple reasons to take Panic tests. Some 
Panic tests are taken immediately, and in larger games you'll find it helpful to mark units that have already taken Panic 
tests, in order that you don't end up mistakenly taking another as the phase goes on. If two or more units from the same 
army have to take Panic tests at the same time, the controlling player chooses the order in which tests are made. It's worth 
noting however that there are three circumstances under which even the most cowardly of units are not forced to take 
Panic tests. 

A unit does not take Panic tests if it is in close combat - the immediate fray blots out all other events going on around 
them.

A unit does not take a Panic test if that unit is already fleeing - fear has already lent wings to these warriors, the prospect of 
further jeopardy does not accelerate their flight.

Finally, remember that a unit does not take a Panic test if it has already passed one earlier in the phase - its nerve has been 
tested alread!

HEAVY CASUALTIES
A unit must take a Panic test immediately if it loses 25% or more of the models with which it started the phase. This test 
will most commonly be taken as a result of shooting attacks or damage caused by enemy spells, but can also be triggered 
by other factors that cause casualties, such as miscasts, misfires, Dangerous Terrain tests or other special rules. Rather 
than having a series of very specific triggers for a Panic test, we use this as a 'catch-all' to cover units that suffer high 
casualties for any reason. 

A Heavy Casualties Panic test must also be taken (immediately!) by a charging unit if its enemies Stand and Shoot and 
inflict 25% or more casualties. Where this happens, it can sometimes result in the charging unit panicking while it is still 
technically out of range of the enemy unit's missile weapons, which can look a little odd. Under these circumstances, we 
assume the charging unit to have been shot at as soon as it entered range, panicked and then fled out of range again - rather 
than make all of these individual moves, we let the abstraction save us time and complication. 

NEARBY FRIEND ANNIHILATED
If a unit is destroyed for any reason, all friendly units within 6" must immediately test for panic. This covers situations 
such as when a unit is wiped out by missile fire, magic, close combat, pursuit or indeed any other occurrence. Obviously, 
it's best to leave the annihilated unit in place until the tests are taken in order to give a point to measure from.

NEARBY FRIEND BREAKS
If a unit breaks from close combat, all friendly units within 6" must immediately test for panic. Measure from the unit's 
position before it makes any flee move. 

FLED THROUGH
A unit must immediately test for panic if fleeing friends move through it. For simplicity, resolve the movement of the 
fleeing friends before taking and resolving the Panic test. This is the most destructive form of panic, as one unit can panic 
and flee through another unit, which in turn might panic and flee through a further unit, and so on until your battleline is 
reduced to tatters. 

REDIRECTING THE CHARGE (p.53 EXCHANGED) 
If the target unit declares a Flee! reaction, the charging unit now has a choice: it can either attempt to complete the charge 
against the nowfleeing unit, or try to redirect its charge by making a Leadership test. If the test is failed, the charging unit 
must attempt to complete the charge against its original target. If the test is passed, however, the charging unit can declare 
a fresh charge against another viable target (the chargee may declare a charge reaction as normal). If there are no other 
suitable targets to charge, a charging unit cannot test to redirect.

Each unit can only make one redirect per turn.

EXCHANGEDFLEE 
All units flee directly away from causing unit/situation. Fleeing unit do not avoid terrains, and even other units. When 
you run through friend unit and fleeing unit has US 5+ then friend must take panic test. When you run through foe, then 
fleeing unit must take Dangerous Test. If you stop fleeing at the unit or impossible terrain just put fleeing unit behind 
disturbed thing in the same direction.

FLY (FLEE, OVERRUN AND PURSUE) 
Flyers always move on the ground when attepmting to flee pursue, overrun - there simply is no time for them to take off 
properly. Note that they still benefit from their 3D6 distance as they flee overrun and pursue.

ALIGNING TO THE ENEMY 
Once the charging unit contacts the enemy unit, it must perform a second, bonus wheel if required to bring its front facing 
into flush contact with the facing of the enemy unit that has been charged, maximising the number of models in base 
contact on both sides. We refer to this as 'closing the door'.

DANGEROUS TERRAIN(X)
Some areas of terrain are increadibly treacherous and present very real risk to life and limb. When a model marches, 
charges, flees, overruns or pursues into or through an area of dangerous terrain, it is called upon to take a Dangerous 
Terrain test. Number in parentheses and any less score, means that model has suffered a terrible mishap and suffers a 
wound with no armour saves allowed.

A Chariot that fails a Dangerous Terrain Test suffers D6 Wounds instead of 1.

Flyers take Dangerous Terrain Test, only if they land at terrain, not when flying over.

HILLS
Block line of sight.
Models on hill see like units with Large Target special rule.

FOREST
A forest blocks line of sight. An unit inside the forest sees normally though it. In other words, the forest does not block 
the line of sight of the units that are located within the woodland terrain and outside it. It means that units inside the 
forest are treated as if they are in the open field, and therefore are seen by the models that are outside the forest.

Models in forest has light cover.

A unit with the majority of its models fighting in a forest can therefore never be steadfast (unless it is Stubborn).

On the other hand, units of Skirmishers (and lone infrantry characters) are always Stubborn if the majority of their 
models is in a forest.

Cavalry has Dangerous Terrain (1)
Chariots and Flyers has Dangerous Terrain (4)

RIVER, MARSHES AND LAKES
Does not block line of sight.

A unit with the majority of its models fighting in a river can therefore never be steadfast (unless it is Stubborn). 
Additionally, units even partially in a river cannot claim rank bonus.

Small Infantry (25mm) and Cavalry has Dangerous Terrain (2)
Chariots has Dangerous Terrain (4)

OBSTACLE
If a firer is shooting at a model that is behind an obstacle and in base contact with it the target model counts as having a 
cover.

If you are charged the enemy who is attached to a cover at its frontage, then you have -1 to hit and lose all weapon bonuses 
for charging.

Cavalry has Dangerous Terrain (1)
Chariots has Dangerous Terrain (4)

IMPOSSIBLE TERRAIN
Block line of sight.

If a firer is shooting at a model that is majority behind an impossible terrain, the target model counts as having a hard 
cover.

All fleeing units through the impossible terrain must take Dangerous Terrain (5)

OTHER UNIT
Block line of sight.
If your target has majority of models in cover by other unit friend or foe, you have -1 to shooting modifier

All units fleeing through enemy unit has Dangerous Terrain (3)

 ( p74, p 75  - EXCHANGED)

 ( p106  - EXCHANGED)

 ( p53  - EXCHANGED)
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